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Donielle Smith(12/21/70)
 
Hi, my name is Donielle. In speaking of myself, not only am I an aspiring
freelance writer/poet, but I am also a 2005 hurricane katrina survivor and a
proud mother of a teenage daughter. In my spare time I enjoy writing, reading,
going to movies, watching television shows, attending church activities, traveling,
and dining out. In my journey as a writer, which has been over a course of five
years, I have had the overwhelming pleasure of writing numerous articles,
poems, quotes, and much more. You can find a variety of my work featured
throughout the web. I am also on social networking sites such as: Twitter,
Facebook, Shoutlife, Myspace and many others. The poetry that flows as a
creativity of words from my heart relates to my personal life, life of love ones,
and from just life in general. My poetry has been on a variety of topics which
stem from, love, life, sadness, triumph, nature, seasons, the economy, war,
peace, abuse and so on. my overall goal is to continute pursuing my dream of
someday becoming a published magazine or book author. When it comes to
writing, I hope that through my writings that I could make a huge difference in
this world.
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A  Mother's Love
 
there's nothing like it
It's even better than ice cream and cake
the loves that dwells inside of her will always be real
It could never be fake
 
She lights up the room with her dignity and grace
No wonder I would do anything to see a smile on her face
Her strength's I love
that she courageously shows
 
Weaknesses I'm sure, but no one really knows
Loving God is her first priority
Of course family and friends follow behind
When it comes to following your dreams
 
She says seek and you shall find
As support she's there through thick and thin
No matter what the battle
She encourages you to win
 
Her love can never be replaced
And when she's gone from here
you'll see her in a brand new place
 
Donielle Smith
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A Good Man To Me
 
He's everything a man could be and more
When it comes to him the heart adores
The love that he gives
Is like no one else that you know
 
His love together with yours
Is better than the winter's snow
There's no mistake
About his love and feelings for you
 
He only wants to do what's right
And make you more true
A good man is this you see
When he encourages
 
He makes you feel like there's nothing
On earth that you can't be
Upon seeing you he often cracks a smile
Being with him is always worth the while
 
He gently holds you tight
In the middle of the night
This good man unlike others
Will make sure that everything's alright
 
He gives you love
That you just can't resist
A good man believe it or not
Will always exist
 
Even when it's cold outside
He'll do his best to keep you warm
A good man will not cause
Arguments or bodily harm
 
My friend as the love of his life you are
A good man would not hesitate
In making you feel like a star
Ladies you dream of him
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Even in your sleep
A good man you will
Always strive to keep
Remember that he's more
 
Than words could ever say
A good man no matter what
Will never go away
 
Donielle Smith
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A Writer's Dream
 
A writer's dream
You keep trying
Never denying to one day achieve
Despite what most believe
 
A writer's dream
You never give up
Regardless of what others may say
But wait patiently until that day
 
A writer's dream
Although it's been a while
It made you smile
To see your dream coming through
 
No matter how long it seemed to you
A writer's dream
You always believed in yourself
That's why your time has come
 
To be a successful writer
With the privilege of making much income
A writer's dream
You're happy to finally get this far
 
The world knows just who you are
Now this new sudden fame
Makes you feel like a star
 
Donielle Smith
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Financial Blues
 
money is scarce as can be
 
our wallets and purses are just as empty
 
these difficult times are taking a toll on us
 
making our lives one big fuss
 
we hang on to hope
 
like a never ending rope
 
wondering when is a change going to come
 
realizing now that life isn't all that fun
 
as a family we are trying to keep food on the table
 
it's hard enough knowing that we're being labled
 
can't wait until these financial blues are in the past
 
wishing instead for the good times to come and forever last.
 
Donielle Smith
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God's Love
 
It is one of a kind
To know Him is to go inside His mind
He truly loves us all and wants the best
Even when life becomes more than a test
 
There's nothing that compares to his love
When we hear from Him
It's like a sign from heaven above
God's love is there in the mist of it all
 
Letting us know that we could rise or fall
He's there to lift us up
Even when were are down
Looking to change our situation around
 
Denying Him is never the case
And when it comes to His love
It could never be erased
The love that He gives
 
Is better than fame
When He comes to you
He's always the same
He never changes or goes away
 
He hangs in there from day to day
And in the end
His love for you will always be
Despite life never being easy
 
Donielle Smith
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He's Gone
 
He's gone and I'm all alone
Our relationship has left its zone
I never knew that it would be this way
When it came to him not wanting to stay
I cried at just the thought of it
Not seeing him anymore or being intimate
It hurts to see him go
I don't know what I'll do
I feel that he betrayed my love that was so true
Realizing that in time
I'll have to move on
Wondering how I'll get through this on my own
 
Donielle Smith
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Loving You
 
It's what you should do
Be genuinely real
In who you are to yourself
No one likes a fake
A never ending earthquake
Don't try to impress
Whether it's in the way you act or dress
Someone will love you for you
If only you knew
Stop pretending
And stay true
You're one of a kind
That's why God made you so
Never give up in self
Always have hope
In the end it's your inner beauty
That will stand out
Loving you will no longer be a doubt
 
Donielle Smith
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My Country
 
A test has come our way
 
We are not exempt
 
Just looking forward to a seeing a better day
 
Hard times has fell on us all
 
We are only hoping
 
We can stand strong and not fall
 
Jobs are being lost each day
 
Bills are getting higher to pay
 
We now have a tendency to pray
 
Asking God to make a way
 
Businesses are crashing down
 
Our lives are too
 
I only pray that my country
 
Could see this through
 
Donielle Smith
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Naked Womb (Unborn Child)
 
Her life was difficult enough you see
What made matters worse
Is when she gave up me
I had never had a chance
Looking at me
To some was just a glance
I wanted to come show myself to all
But to my surprise
I wasn't even worth a call
I would have made life a real joy
The only thing about it
They got rid of me
Who was a healthy baby boy
She could have gave me my father's name
But instead she feared
Her life with me would never be the same
I forgave her because I knew I was a big risk
It was hard enough not knowing if I would exist
I didn't want to leave this place
That I called home
What made it worse was that I was not alone
But in the end
I was happy to be set free
Because I knew that God had a home
Just waiting for me
 
Donielle Smith
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Peace On Earth
 
I wish that there was peace on earth
Silencing crime, war, and racism
Other than wedding days, holidays, and birthdays
I wish that we could all get alone
Tranquility, happiness, and joy in a world full of turmoil
It seem to good to be true
As long as we are living
There will never be true peace on earth
Only when we close our eyes
And depart from this place that we call home
Will we truly know
That our peace on earth was nothing but a temporary loan
 
Donielle Smith
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Secrets In A Marriage
 
Secrets causes one to mistrust
The love doesn't feel the same anymore
Instead of feeling happy
You feel lonely and sore
 
All you do is argue and fight
It last through the morning
And carries into the night
The smile has disappeared off my face
 
When I think about this marriage
I feel nothing but disgrace
In hopes that things would change
I stay looking to God's grace
 
Instead of looking for space
The love feels empty inside
Sometimes when I think about this marriage
I want to go away somewhere and hide
 
I don't know where our love will go
But deep inside my heart
I'm wishing that it would last
Hoping that the hurt
Could be left in the past
 
Donielle Smith
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Single & Free
 
Right now that's how I rather be
Marriage failed leaving me single
Giving me an opportunity to mingle
Having the freedom to be myself
The divorce made me
Realize that there wasn't anything left
This life I live is new to me
Sometimes missing the joy
Of marriage and family
At times it's hard getting adjusted to
However I like the freedom that it gives you
Although marriage may sound a lot better
That's what people say
Those who choose the single life
Won't feel this way
 
Donielle Smith
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The Famous Life
 
It comes with fortune and fame
sadness and pain
celebrity status may take you by surprise
only in the event to see you rise
 
Causing overwhelming attention too
hectic life sometimes you wish it wasn't you
Paparazzi following your every step
just waiting for you to lose it all and have nothing left
 
Your life is highlighted because of your fame
now because of it
life is never the same
No one knows what you have to face
 
The life of fame
is like running a race
you go from slow to fast
In the life that you live
never expecting it's outcome
to be a take and a give
 
Donielle Smith
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The Killer Swine H1n1
 
This flu has creeped on us
Killing more than enough
Protecting ourselves from this epidemic
At first was our only cure
Wearing face masks, washing hands, and sanitizing
Was a must
Fear took over us
God must have knew
Because he made the shot
In this we trusted
Happy were a people
When it came to this flu
The Killer Swine
Surprisingly took more than just a few
 
Donielle Smith
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True Happiness
 
True happiness is all around
Despite it not always be found
To many it's in who you are
You should always make
Yourself feel like a star
People may let you down
But never keep a frown
True happiness may be what you make it
Knowing that when it comes to you
There's no faking it
Stay true to yourself
And in what true happiness is
It's everything that money and fame can't stand
 
Donielle Smith
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